INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
For Outdoor Lantern (Rev. 06/07/2012)
READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
W A R N I N G ! S H U T P O W E R O F F AT F U S E O R C I R C U I T B R E A K E R .
AVERTISSEMENT! COUPER LE COURANT AU NIVEAU DES FUSIBLES OU DU DISJONCTEUR.
PREPARATION (Fig. 1)
1. Shut off power at the fuse box or circuit breaker box. If necessary,
remove old fixture and all mounting hardware from wall junction
box.
2. Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out all the parts on a
clear area. Take care not to lose any small parts necessary for
installation.
3. Attach the Circular Strap (A) to the junction box with the two
Junction box screws (B) (Size: #8-32N*L0.5”) as shown. The side
of the Circular Strap marked “GND” must face out.
4. Thread the Studs (C) into the pre-drilled holes in the Circular
Strap (A) spaced the same distance apart as the holes in the
Back-plate.
CONNECTING THE WIRES (Fig. 2)
5. Connect the fixture wires to the junction box wires as shown in
the wiring diagram. Making sure all wire connectors are secured
and do not easily pull off with a slight tug. If your outlet has a
ground wire, connect the fixture ground wire to it. If there is
no Green Ground wire from the junction box, connect the Fixture
Ground Wire to the circular strap with the green Screw provided.
COMPLETING THE INSTALLATION
6. Thread Back plate (D) onto Studs (C) and secure with Knurled
Knobs (E).
7. To prevent moisture from entering the outlet box and causing a
short, use clear caulking (i.e. Indoor/Outdoor Silicone Sealant) to
outline the outside of fixture back-plate where it meets the wall
leaving a space at bottom to allow moisture a means to escape
(Fig.3).
8. Install the PL bulb (H) (included) into socket (F) in accordance
with the fixture’s specification. (DO NOT EXCEED THE
SPECIFIED WATTAGE!) (NE PAS DEPASSER LA PUISSANCE
NOMINALE MAXIMALE!)
9. Screw Glass Shade (I) tightly onto Fixture Body (G) by twisting
it clockwise as shown in (Fig.1).
10. The ballast in each of these models can be replaced by a
qualified electrician without cutting of wires and without
damage to the housing, trim, decorative elements or carpentry
to which the fixture is attached. The ballast and lamp are
combined, to replace or install, twist pins into socket as shown
on Fig 4.
11. This fixture is rated for a minimum start temperature of 0
degrees Fahrenheit (-17 degree Celsius).
12. This fixture is ETL Listed for Wet Location applications.
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Your installation is now complete. Return the power to the
junction box and test the fixture.
Note: Illustration (Fig. 1) on this manual is for installation
purposes only. It may or may not be identical to the fixture
purchased.

The color correlated Temperature (CCT) for replacing the
enclosed lamp is (2700K).
Caution: CFLs contain Mercury (Hg) Dispose of according to
Local, State and Federal Law. (www.epa.gov/bulbrecycling).

LA-1150E-A

Warning: When
re-lamping,
please use UL
and CUL Listed
Self-Ballast
Fluorescent
Lamp,
certificated by
UL1993.

